Sword of The Dragon’s Breath

The Enchanted Sword

The Final Part

Ok so this is the final part of the Enchanted Sword (a.k.a. Sword of The Dragon’s Breath) and now the last part is going to be good. So if I were you just sit back and relax or do whatever you are doing right now but read this real carefully and plus be careful of what you wish for cause it might just come true.

So the last part of the story I left you in was the part where Troy was fighting the descendants of the feared Soul Eater but now I will be getting to the part where Troy will get to fight Soul Eater and much more to tell but I’m not ruining it. So enjoy, sit back and relax.

So as Troy and Isabelle are travelling along in the Woods of The Dragons all of a sudden the trees moved out of the way and then the Dragon named Drago came out of nowhere. Then Drago said to Isabelle and Troy “why do you dare come to this part of the Woods of The Dragons?” then Troy said “do you want me to show you why we are here?” then Drago said “show me are fell the wrath of the Dragon’s Breath.” So as Troy pulled the Sword of The Dragon’s Breath the Dragon bowed down to Troy and told Troy and Isabelle “thanks for showing me and I will take you to the leader of the tribe of the Dragons.” Troy then told Drago “my loyalty is with you including my trust that you don’t betray me” Drago then said “I promise I won’t betray you” so they went up to the Dragons lair and as they entered they heard a roar like they were fighting but they were just training the little Dragon babies.

So as they got to the leader of the Dragons tribe and the leader of the Dragons tribe then said “what brings you here you fine lady and traveller?” Troy then said “I like to show you this sword and my name is Troy Brock and this is Isabelle now would you like me to show you the sword?” the leader of the Dragons said “show me this sword traveller or be prepared for a fight till the death against the Dragon named Stardust!” Troy then pulled out the sword and all the Dragons bowed down to him. The leader of the Dragons looked up and then said “thank you for showing us the Sword of The Dragon’s Breath and
we will assist you in any fights you need help with so we owe our gratitude so what fight will we help you with?” Troy then said “the fight against Soul Eater!” the leader of the Dragons told Troy “I think you might need to help everyone here to get more weapons and to teach them to use their powers against the evil desire but for you we will do anything for you so when will this fight be?” Troy then said to the leader of the Dragons “when I get there what will be the signal?” the leader of the Dragons told Troy “the signal will be this horn we kept until someone would be able to get the sword out of the rock again.”

So as Troy started on the journey they faced a bad trouble the closer they get to the lair of Soul Eater Isabelle kept getting worse (oh you’re wondering what I mean that Isabelle keeps getting worse I will tell you now ok this is pretty upsetting so you might need to sit down for this part.) Ok the thing about Isabelle keeps getting worse is that the closer they get to the lair the the of Soul Eater the more it kills Isabelle and the more powerful Soul Eater keeps getting stronger he gets and then when they get there Isabelle will get taken the dark side and betray Troy and attack him she will lose her mind but the worse thing is that she loses her memory and doesn’t do anything but stare at you then she just runs straight at you then kills you by taking your soul (oh I didn’t tell you Isabelle is one of the descendants of Soul Eater and does not remember anything about Soul Eater.

So then one day as Troy was walking by himself around the garden he realised something in the distance at first he thought he was hallucinating then he figured it out he needed to get the Dragons to fight these animals coming to attack them. Then he relised it was just some Dragons but then as they landed this thing fell out of the sky and killed about two to three Dragons but then all of a sudden another fell out of the sky and killed about four to five more Dragons and then all of a sudden it just started to pelting down meteors and then just as the leader got hit he fell to the ground and sending a huge shock wave that shook the whole ground and then Troy felt this sudden urge to kill the rest of them then he said to himself in his head “I will not kill any one until they attack me first and if they do they feel the wraith of the Sword of The Dragon’s Breath.”

So the story is going pretty good don’t you think but you wait and read this part is going to be good.
So as Troy was talking to the rest of the Dragons he figured out the Dragons could fight by his side and get out of the forest then suddenly one of the Dragons named Aqua said to Troy and Isabelle “why do we trust he just killed most of our family and now we got nothing left.” Troy then yelled “where are the babies?” then a Dragon named Monique screamed “they’re gone they must have used the distraction to grab the babies” Troy was about to talk when a Dragon named Silver interrupted “Isabelle where is she Troy?” Troy turned around then turned back around then sadly said “Isabelle got taken by Soul Eater now I won’t be able to get her back until I kill Soul Eater!” then a Dragon named Turquoise said “I’ll join you but I’m not the best at fighting.” Then Silver exclaimed one thing to Troy “I’ll join you as well on one condition you train us to fly properly and fight properly or you could lead us straight into a death trap!” then Aqua said to Troy “we’ll all help you to fight and if we fail we died trying but the other thing I wanted to say was I’ll help you get back your true love Isabelle.”

Then as they travelled to the lair Troy told “Everyone STOP” everyone stop where they were then Troy said to Aqua “could please do the honour to check what is up ahead so I don’t have to use the sword “ Aqua then said I’ll do the honour my master “ so Aqua moved up and then said there is nothing here my master then all of a sudden these people came out of nowhere and started to attack Aqua then as Aqua lost faith and thought she was going to die. Troy pulls out the sword and she gets up and yells out “thank you” then puts the sword back and then Aqua breathed out ice flames that burnt the attackers then she put them in her mouth and ripped them to pieces and all that was left was blood and body parts everywhere even in Aqua’s mouth and then she burped real loud.

So they kept travelling and kept fighting (oh god the rest of the fights I was just about to skip straight to the fight with Soul Eater but I’ll get to every other Dragons fight right. Now are you ready!) So the next Dragon to fight was Drago the fire breather so this fight was a tad bit hard but they got through it and they battled hard so here we go. So as Troy and the other Dragons were walking along Drago turned around and saw they were being followed and yelled out to Troy this “pull the sword out and give me strength to fight” so Troy pulled out the sword and said “I give Drago the strength to fight this fight”
then a light shone above Drago and he started to smoke out of his nostrils and then he opened his mouth and breathed out fire and burnt all the attackers to just bare skin and then just chucked them in the air and Drago flew up in the air then ripped them apart and it started raining blood and body parts and when Drago landed he let out a huge burp then all the Dragons started laughing because they thought it was funny.

So the next fight is a Dragon named Tiny (they gave the Dragon that name because she was tiny but vicious so the fight) as they were walking along Tiny said “when do I get to fight” Troy then said “now because were being blocked by a group of bandits” the bandit leader then said “pick a Dragon to fight us all at once except for me I’ll fight you traveller.” So as Troy picked Tiny to fight all of the bandits they started to laugh at Tiny. They stopped laughing when they saw that Troy pulled out the sword then they started to attack Tiny then the leader jumped at Troy then Troy just stuck out the sword and as the leader got to try and hit Troy the sword was already through the leaders heart and then Tiny said “give me strength troy” then Troy held the sword up in the air and said “I give tiny the strength to use her powers” then a light shot out of the sky. The light hit tiny and as they thought it would just give powers it made her turn into an adult as well so now the bandits were freaking out saying “we will help you and not betray you if you tell the Dragon to back down” so as Troy was about to tell Tiny to back down she grabbed one and then flew up in the air and then this huge shockwave went through the air and then Tiny landed with the person on her back.

Then she said “they could come in handy in the fight against Soul Eater” Troy then asked them “line up all in one line beside each other” as they did as Troy said one Troy then asked “will you help me fight against..” then one of the bandits stepped out of the line and said “go home mate it won’t work cause he already took over a million souls because he dressed up as a human and then stood in the middle of the town and said this “excuse me everyone may I please have your attention” the bandit continued “as they did he sucked out there souls and there was nothing left of them because as he did they just vaporised into thin air and were never seen again..” Troy interrupted “how would you know this?” the bandit then continued again “I was on the run from the guards but they got attracted to this mysterious person Soul Eater and I
was on a horse that I just stole and saw the whole thing.” Troy then continued on what he was saying before he got interrupted “so as I was saying will you join me and my fellow Dragons to fight against Soul Eater or not cause if you don’t you will die” then all but one bandit said “yes” so then

Up to the bandit and said “how dare you disobey me do you know who I am?” the bandit looked up and as he did Troy screamed out “da is that you!” the bandit said “son I’ve been looking for you for a while it’s been 6 years since you saw your family...” Troy then said “Dad I got new family that will help me in my journey...” Troy’s dad interrupted “son I set this block up so I could see you again but you’re a changed man the last time we saw you we were happy but everything has gone wrong since you left

Troy interrupted “dad are you going to join me or otherwise you will get killed by one of these fierce Dragons but I’ll choose Silver to kill you so move or die what will it be dad?” Troy’s dad said I would rather die than move out of the way...” Troy interrupted and pulled out him sword “Silver I give you the strength to use your powers” Silver said “my honour my lord.”

Then as Silver was about to attack this light shot out of the sky and landed right in front of Troy’s dad and said “honey it’s your wife that you let get killed by Soul Eater and now you will fall to your feet from your son I reckon you need to get me revenge now you will get me my revenge now I’ve got to go I’m not supposed to be here where is my son” screamed with joy to hear his mother’s voice “I’m here mum right behind you” then his mum turned around and said “I’ve missed you son but your father left me to die in that awful town and now I’ve got to go I love you sweetie I love you and will always love you” as she was going back to heaven Silver asked “do you still want me to kill him my lord?” Troy said to his father in grief and anger “dad how could you let mum die like that she would be happy to see me in person right now but you let Soul Eater take her soul you don’t deserve to get her revenge for her you deserve to die at someone real close to you!”

So as Troy finished talking his father asked this one question “son please spare my life” Troy said “like I said dad on that I love you and will always love you but today I wished I didn’t leave that note but I won’t regret killing my own father so I’m sorry but good bye dad” his dad quickly yelled out “son please I left your
mother before I could say goodbye and all I got in return from her death was anger and happiness...” Troy interrupted in anger “Happiness really you got happiness when your wife my mother got killed while you just sat back and watched you’re a filthy, rotten father I wished you were dead when I left I knew it would happen he only attacked when he got word that I pulled the rock out of the sword and I now know who told him it was you all along father...” Troy’s father interrupted “son are you accusing me of telling this Soul Eater gut whoever the hell this dude is that you were the one that pulled the sword out of the rock...” Troy pulled out his sword held to straight at his dads throat and said “yes I’m accusing you because I knew it was you all along the fake death to get my attention instead you were hiding in the house because you killed your twin brother but it didn’t really work did it I kept moving on then you decided to follow me along the way and I busted you when me and Isabelle got back to shrine of the Sword of The Dragon’s Breath you set me up all along that’s not much a father to me that’s a murderer who murders innocent people but I don’t allow that or my Dragons hey Dragons” all the Dragons cheer “that’s right lord.”

So they stood there thinking of what to do the Troy’s father tried to make a run for it but as he got to the other side he relised that an army of Soul Eaters were waiting to advance on them then Troy's father put on the amour of the murderous ghost Sahara and yelled “advance” then Troy woke up all the Dragons and yelled out “ambush Dragons breath your mighty fire, ice, wind, water and air so we can stop the attack then we advance onwards to the lair of Soul Eater.” So Troy pulled out his sword and advanced into battle (oh I didn’t tell you all the attacks Dragons do can’t hurt Troy so enjoy this part it is good) and when Troy got into the fight like 5 to 6 jumped on him and started bashing and kicking the living hell out of him but then Drago saw Troy getting hurt and breathed a huge fireball straight at Troy and all the attackers just vaporised into thin air and Troy was just like “oh hell!”

But when he felt no more kicking he relised that the sword was not in his hand but in his father’s hand then Troy was about to get up when he relised his father was trying to kill him his father said “any last words son” then Troy started laughing and then said “you forgot one thing father I’m your son that sword chose me and I’ve got Dragons all around you and your army betrayed
you look around father your outnumbered and you might as well give me the sword and take me straight to Soul Eaters lair or you could take your own son’s life and then get killed by Dragons and your own people which was the town you were going to hit that I saved from being killed and I already ambushed a convoy of slaves and hundreds and hundreds of Soul Eaters people then we stole their clothing and wore them but for me just give me the sword dad and I will show you my clothing that I get to wear when I have the sword.”

So then his dad gave him the sword and Troy got up and went to walk away when his father said “what are you scared to fight your own father you coward!” Troy then and then said “you’re the one that’s scared of taking you chicken...” Troy’s father interrupted “get ready to fight son” Troy said sadly “I’m sorry dad but get ready to die!” Troy’s father then armed himself but before he was ready Troy jams the sword through his father’s heart and pulls it out then drops the sword then rolls his father over and his father says “I’m sorry son but I’ve got to do this” Troy then asked “what are you...” Troy then screams in pain as his father stabs him in the leg and then his father dies from too much blood lose and Troyes “AAARRRGGGHHH” and then one of the People take him away from the body.

Troy then interrupts “get me the sword” then the doctor of the towns people grabs the sword and runs back to Troy then Troy says the words “I give the strength to Madeline to use her powers...” but before he could finish he died of too much blood lose but then this light shot out of the sky and then all the Dragons felt their powers coming back to them and then they said to each other “why don’t we use our powers together to heal Troy and bring him back to life but much stronger and more powerful!” then Madeline turned around and said “Dragons let’s do this” then all the Dragons surrounded Troy then Drago said “on three ok guys ready 1 -2-3” then the Dragons use their powers to heal and bring Troy back

To life but at first they thought it didn’t work then all of a sudden

His but was still weak so they did it again all the Dragons said “on three and everybody join in 1-2-3.”

When they did that they relised that everybody was standing and joining in and when they stopped they saw that Troy was still just lying there with no
movement and no sound then Drago leant over Troy’s body and started crying. Dragon tears the Madeline had an idea “guys were all crying right why don’t we all cry on his body and he might be reborn a stronger and more powerful leader.” Then all the Dragons cried over Troy’s body and all of a sudden this light shot out of the sky and hit Troy then Troy’s body lifted off the ground and this blinding light made everyone look away but when they turned around Troy’s body was on the ground again but as they went to walk away they heard this happy yell saying “where are you guys going” they all turned around and walk back to Troy then they all gave him hugs and the girls kisses.

Now that Troy’s alive again they kept moving on to the lair of Soul Eater but when they got there they had a whole entire army waiting for them but they didn’t go down without a fight Troy yelled out to everyone “we won’t stop until we Soul Eater some people might be lost our loved one gone family members taken by Soul Eater but we will free them from these bad days so who’s with me!” everyone screamed “yea Fight until we drop dead and were all with the whole way even to save your guardian angels soul.” (So here we are at last the huge fight scene which will decide what the end of the story so enjoy this) now Troy screamed “advance and attack.”

So as they were fighting Soul Eater was watching them fight watching their techniques and as they were fighting something hit Soul Eater when he relised that a meteor shower was coming straight at him and he ran for cover in his throne room then all of a sudden there was just silence. Then Soul Eater opened the doors to his throne room and the only person that was there was Troy then Soul Eater slammed the doors closed then locked it all up but Troy wasn’t the only the person there everyone was hanging on the Dragons as the Dragons were in the air then as Soul Eater thought he was outnumbered this person came out of nowhere then asked Soul Eater “would you like some assistance my lord” then Soul Eater said “how many people do you have?” the mysterious person said “thousands and they are here now just waiting to attack would you like to see them” Soul Eater said “show me.” All of a sudden there was thousands of people in front of Soul Eater but as Soul Eater went to say something the roof suddenly came flying off and then the door came
bashing down and then suddenly Troy pulled the sword out and yelled out to Soul Eater “just you and me soul eater a fight to the death and if you say no I’ll unleash hell and you will pay for making my father betray his own family!” Soul Eater then said “why would I fight a weakling like you...” but then Troy yelled out “unleash hell everyone attack and don’t back down and kill anyone that tries to kill you!”

They all then advanced at the enemies and that fought hard and fought tough and did not back down they kept going until there was one person left Soul Eater Troy then said “so you got anything else you want to use against me or we can fight me now you coward” Soul Eater said “there is one thing that you love the most your mother and your guardian angel but first attack him Isabelle and make sure he doesn’t get back up!” Troy then remembered the days he had with his mother all along it was his mother that was his guardian angel so when Isabelle just showed up out of nowhere he just started to scream out he days that he had with her and the days to come with her “mother do you remember who I am do you remember the day I ran away then randomly just showed up at the front covered in blood and the day I was sick and you told my father to go the day you died that was the day I turned 17 and I cried and cried over your body because I want to kill dad guess what I killed him...” Isabelle turned around and said to Soul Eater “you know what Soul Eater I’m sick and tired of this stuff I’m going back home where I belong and staying there until I die in peace” then all of a sudden this light landed right in front of Isabelle and said “you want to be set free step into the light and I’ll take you away from here to safety and we could live together forever” then Isabelle said “Marty darling my first son I’ll come with you.”

Then all of a sudden Isabelle and the light just disappeared then when Troy looked up Soul Eater was standing ready to fight Troy then Soul Eater said “are you ready then” Troy then said “I’m ready my family is free now for everyone else to be set free.” Then this light shot out of the sky and landed straight on Troy and when it disappeared Troy was in full body armour and ready for battle! Then next thing everyone sees is this huge cloud and then Soul Eater gets struck by lighting and then when it disappeared Soul Eater was in full body armour and ready for battle!
Troy turned around and said to the Dragons and the towns people “anything goes wrong jump in and help me because we need to work together and we might defeat him now Dragons breath and Dragons power and let’s do this!”

now as they were ready to fight Soul Eater said “any last words traveller?” Troy said “why yes I do fear me Soul Eater because I know your weakness and that weakness is the Sword of The Dragons Breath now do you have any last words?” Soul Eater said in fear “why yes how did you get that sword out of the rock?” Troy then said “none of your business now gets ready!” So as the got ready the Dragons counted down from three “1-2-3 FIGHT.”

Then they went straight at each other and once the swords hit each other they sent this spark straight to the sky and then Soul Eater said while pushing down on Troy “are you insane to fight me I could suck your soul out of you right now…” Troy interrupted and said “oh you reckon that will work think again Soul Eater because you’ve seen the way I fight and I think you just underestimating me!” Soul Eater looked confused and asked “what do you mean about underestimating you...” Troy interrupted “this is what I mean by underestimating me!” Troy then pushed up his sword and stabbed Soul Eater in heart and then Soul Eater fell to his knees and said to Troy “what are you waiting for you coward just kill me already or are you too scared to do it!” Troy then said “I’m not scared to kill you it’s just not my honour it’s the Dragons and the towns people so I’m just going to tell them what to do” Troy then walks over to the Dragons and the towns people. Troy then told them “ok you towns people will all get to punch and kick him once in the to punch then kick him in the gut and then you Dragons you will all surround him then just breath your magical power to kill and seal him away and don’t let him live ok!”

So all the towns’ people took turns in punching and kicking him then the Dragons surrounded him and said to each other “on the count of three 1-2-3” then the Dragons breathed fire, ice, air, earth and just as they connected they hit Soul Eater and all you could see were these souls coming out of the body of Soul Eater and then all of a sudden this light shot out of the sky then the sky turned light blue and there was a couple of clouds and Troy had this feeling that everything was back to normal and that his family was home safe and sound.
So Troy said his goodbyes and left to go back home and say hello to his family again. But when he got home the house was gone and then he went to the cemetery and saw that the whole family was there and as he ran to them but as he got there they weren't there they were saying good bye for the final time and just telling Troy they will always be there for him.

Thanks for reading the last part of this story and I hope you enjoyed reading can’t wait to do another story and better the next story I write will be more fights and more a mysterious type of story line. So hope you enjoy the next one I write but thank you for reading this.

T.T.Williams